IN2IT
INTERNATIONALIZATION BY INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY

2ND CONSORTIUM MEETING

WP2: INTERNATIONAL TEAM BUILDING

WP LEADER: ORT BRAUDE COLLEGE

LUDWIGSBURG UNIVERSITY OF EDUCATION, 11-13 JULY 2016
Goals

(1) to establish effective international teams of Israeli colleges and EU Universities.

(2) to prepare work plans for international teams for implementation of internationalization by innovative technologies.
Outcomes

- At least three different international teams will be established: one for education training (one for engineering, design and technology, and one for social sciences, humanities and management).

- In each international team will be at least one Israeli college and one EU university.

- Homogeneous teams (ex. Education) and/or heterogeneous teams (ex. Education & Engineering).
Tasks (T2.1)

Two workshops:

1\textsuperscript{st} workshop 17-19/5/2016, Tel Hai College, Israel. (Budgeted, 3 participants from each HEI).

2\textsuperscript{nd} workshop 11-13/7/2016: PHL/LUE, Germany. (Budgeted, 3 participants from each HEI + 2 participants from each HEI for the 2\textsuperscript{nd} Consortium Meeting)

to enable participants to be familiarized with Israeli and EU culture and HE environment while creating harmonized teams of heterogeneous members.
The Israeli partners will perform study visits for training purposes in the EU universities to enable the participants to gain better understanding of potential cooperation activities and to focus on relevant mutual interest academic fields.

2 participants from each Israeli College will visit an EU University for 3 days.

Will be performed between July–September 2016, based on mutual topic of interest.
Tasks (T2.2)

tentative agenda for study visits:

- **Introduction to the university** (Faculties, departments, fields of studies, etc.)
- **Introduction to the IRO at the University** (Structure, roles and responsibilities, measurement of internationalization, review of EU projects)
- **Introduction to the education technology (distance learning) unit** (Structure, roles and responsibilities, technological platforms)
- **Meetings with academic staff colleagues** who wish to collaborate on developing virtual courses (academic and with the industry) and participating in Communities of Practice.
Tasks (T2.3)

Development of outline work plans for international teams, which are aligned with the colleges' internationalization strategies and with the fields of interest.
Step 1: 17-19/5/2016

Workshop at Tel Hai College

✓ Explore topics for collaboration
✓ Create international teams
✓ Discuss courses content and structure
  ▪ Team leader and members
  ▪ Name of course
  ▪ Course learning objectives
  ▪ Teaching method(s)
Step 2: May - July 2016

Online collaboration to develop curriculum
- Examine teaching methods
- Examine technological platform
- Explore new topics for virtual modules/courses

Online collaboration to develop communities of practice
- Examine technological platform
- Develop professional forums
Step 3: 11-13/7/2016

Workshop at Ludwigsburg University of Education

Development of virtual curriculum & communities of practice

- Decide on teaching method(s)
- Assign responsibilities for content development
- Select technological platform
- Decide on research topics
- Initiate joint studies
Step 4: July – September 2016

Study visits in EU Universities for training purposes in the EU universities to enable the participants to gain better understanding of potential cooperation activities and to focus on relevant mutual interest academic fields

- Partnership agreements
- Work plans for development of:
  - virtual courses
  - academy-industry programmes
  - communities of practice
Next Steps: From September 2016

Implementation of

- WP3: International Virtual Curriculum
- WP4: International CoP for knowledge-sharing
- WP5: Academy-industry/community cooperation
- WP6: Innovative technological platform to be prepared for pilot activities on March 2017.
Deliverables

- The partners in each international team will sign on cooperation agreements.
- The partners in each international team will prepare **outlines for work plan** to develop joint academic programs (WP3), research and knowledge-sharing collaboration (WP4), and academy-industry/community cooperation activities (WP5).
Thank you for your listening

Do you have any questions?

Dr. Vered Holzmann, veredhz@Braude.ac.il
ORT Braude College